SYNOPSIS.
The plirase " presumption of survivorship" considered in its nature and bearings. ? The laws framed for the regulation of questions of survivorship traced and commented upon.?The scarcity of said laws, particularly in Britain.?The demand which exists for a carefully drawn-up code, as proved by the uncertainty of the issue of cases of survivorship.?Outline of a new code of laws for settling the more obscure forms of survivorship.?Questions of survivorship resolvable into such as pertain to individuals lost by common accident, and where mother and child die during parturition. ?The weight to be attached to the testimony of medical and other witnesses in questions of survivorship in the present state of science.?The fallaciousness in numerous instances of such testimony, and the demand which arises for direct proof or positive law.?The value of physical and other signs in determining questions of survivorship. ? The chances of survivorship in death by parturition, by wounds, by suffocation, by starvation, by cold, by sun-stroke, by lightning, and by burning.?Recapitulation.
Introductory Remarks?the phrase " Presumption of Survivorship" considered.
In treating of the many obscure medico-legal points involved in questions of survivorship, an arrangement differing widely from that adopted in the occasional chapters dedicated to this subject in works on forensic medicine, has been resorted to; partly with a view to classifying and arranging existing knowledge, and partly for the purpose of opening up new sources of information.
Although the This adaptability, if one may so express it, of the word presumption in the phrase " presumption of survivorship," seriously interferes with the dispensation of justice, it usually happening that not more deference is paid to the merits of the case, than to the ability and zeal of the counsel ;x a circumstance, which while it opens up a wide field for the honourable exhibition of various kinds of learning, leaves, it is to be feared, a broad margin for the successful display of mere ingenuity. The laxity of the materials with which the medicaljuristhas to do in questions of survivorship, has, it is to be regretted, hitherto forbidden our having any very positive law on the subject?a want alike perplexing to the legal adviser, and the client whose claims it is his duty to advance. As, however, the determination of such cases may be a matter of great moment to surviving relatives, who may win or lose a position and fortune thereby, it merits the serious consideration of legislators. The difficulty to be experienced in framing a law or laws which shall so nicely meet the emergencies of every case as to be equally binding on all, will be readily admitted; but that British law would receive a most important accession in the adoption of certain Continental tenets which long use has sanctioned, if not approved, is equally certain.
If proof were wanting of this assertion, it is to be found in the feuds of surviving relatives and the uncertainty of the issue of cases of survivorship in the best hands.2
The Laws framed for the Regulation of Questions of Survivorship traced and commented upon.
The ancient Romans, with their usual forethought, had a just conception of the necessity of positive law, in questions of survivorship;
and in order that their sagacity may be contrasted with our own improvidence in this matter, and because their civil code formed the basis for all succeeding codes, it will be necessary briefly to advert to it before proceeding to enumerate the laws^ of more modern nations.
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Pettigrew on the Presumption of Survivorship. 175 the administration of personalty, it is held that when parent, whether father1 or mother,2 and child perish together, as in shipwreck, if the child be of the age of puberty he shall be presumed to have survived; but on the contrary, that he died first if he were under that age, regard being also had to the relation of the party who is to benefit by the decision.
It may, however, happen in several ways3 that the mother may perish under the ruins of a building sooner than the child whom she suckles; it may happen that a son may be killed in battle before his father; and on the same occasion, and likewise in all others, it may so fall out that they both die at the same instant,4 or that even he who by reason of his age or some other infirmity might be presumed to die first does nevertheless die the last;"?all which probabilities clearly demonstrate the necessity for ascertaining and fixing upon such law or laws as shall fairly meet the majority of cases: arbitrary to a certain extent they necessarily will be, but time and the experience which time begets would naturally tend to strengthen and consolidate a system founded on liberal and comprehensive principles.
The spirit of the Roman law, says Beck,5 guided the decisions of the Continental tribunals for many ages; and Zacchias,6 in his elaborate discussions on this question, cites cases from several jurisconsults which were settled according to the dicta of the civil code. The ancient [French law took for the most part after the Roman; i.e., it supposed the husband as surviving the wife, the son the father, if he had arrived at the age of maturity, and the reverse if he was still a minor: it was consequently open to the same objections as the civil. It, however, made a curious provision in cases where testator and legatee perished together, adjudicating the property in such instances to the heirs of the testator himself; inasmuch as, according to it, a man must have heirs, though not necessarily legatees.7
With a view to remedying the felt defects of previous enactments, the present French law as set forth in the "Code Napoleon" was framed. It runs as follows, and although by no means perfect, is greatly to be preferred to anything yet existing:? " I. If several persons, naturally heirs of each other, perish by the same event, without the possibility of knowing which died first, the presumption of survivorship shall be determined by the circumstances of the case, and in default thereof by strength of age and of sex.
" II. If those who perish together were under fifteen years, the oldest shall be presumed the survivor. " III. If they were above sixty years, the youngest shall be presumed the survivor.
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Original Communications.
[Jan.
" IY. If some were under fifteen and others above sixty, the former shall be presumed the survivors. [Jan. Vesication, however, is by no means a concomitant of the application of heated bodies. When burning is applied after death, the appearances will differ according as it took place sooner or later after the decease of the individual. In such instances there will be the absence of the deep red line, not removable by pressure, and if blisters are present they will be filled witkair instead of fluid?the cutis being at the same time devoid of moisture. When the burning takes place an hour or so after death, the effect will be to ruffle the cuticle, and dry up the parts to which it is applied. The foregoing remarks, as a whole, apply equally to death by scalding. In death by spontaneous combustion the changes induced in the system by the free use of ardent spirits" are such that the body, in a manner but little understood,11 becomes ignited, and is with difficulty extinguished.4 * As, however, the examples of spontaneous combustion are very rare, and the probability of two or more related perishing by it within a short period of each other, scarcely within the reach of possibility, it may be passed over by simply remarking that it is most common among females, and when it occurs the trunk is usually completely destroyed, the extremities being ouly destroyed in part. It is further found that the furniture of the room is spared, and that the walls of the chamber are covered with an unctuous humidity. For an epitome of the more illustrative and authentic cases of this form of death the reader may be referred to Beck,5 who quotes the authorities from whence his narratives have been drawn, as likewise to Smith, Briand, and Sedillot.
Death by sun-stroke, which has of late years been very common in America,0 and is constantly occurring in eastern climates, is charac-
